
Each year, millions of foreign visitors, or nonimmigrants, legally enter the United States on a temporary basis under specific nonimmigrant categories. They may travel to the United States with or as permitted, without a nonimmigrant visa and then enter the United States after admission at a U.S. port of entry for an authorized period of stay. Overstays are nonimmigrants who remain in the United States beyond the expiration of their authorized period of stay, regardless of whether they ultimately depart. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has primary responsibility for identifying and addressing suspected overstays. According to DHS, identifying overstays is important for national security, public safety, and immigration enforcement.

Within DHS, multiple components play a role in identifying and addressing suspected overstays. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is tasked with, among other duties, inspecting all people seeking entry or applying for admission into the United States to determine their admissibility and compliance with U.S. law. CBP has an electronic process for identifying overstays who are suspected or known to have remained in the country beyond the expiration of their authorized period of stay. In addition, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is the lead agency for enforcing immigration law in the interior of the United States and is primarily responsible for overstay enforcement. Further, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives, processes, and maintains documentation pertaining to a nonimmigrant’s immigration status, including the extension or change of status, and works with ICE to ensure proper adherence to U.S. immigration laws.

Federal law requires that DHS implement a program to collect data, for each fiscal year, regarding the total number of nonimmigrants who overstayed (i.e., remained in the United States after the expiration of their authorized period of stay) and report annually to Congress. In January 2016, DHS issued its first report on estimated air and sea overstay rates that covered fiscal year 2015. Subsequently, DHS has issued reports covering fiscal years 2016 and 2017. The reports provide data on expected departures and overstays by country for nonimmigrants who entered through an air or sea port of entry and who were expected to depart in a particular fiscal year.

1 Certain individuals are allowed to seek admission without a visa, such as citizens of Canada, as well as participants in the Visa Waiver Program, through which nationals of certain countries may apply for admission to the United States as temporary visitors for business or pleasure without first obtaining a visa from a U.S. embassy or consulate abroad. See 8 U.S.C. § 1187; 8 C.F.R. §§ 212.1, 214.6(d), 217.1-217.7; 22 C.F.R. §§ 41.0-41.3.


3 The nonimmigrant air and sea overstay population refers to those who entered the country through air and sea ports, rather than through land ports. CBP reports limited information on overstays who entered through land ports for reasons discussed later in this report.
The Explanatory Statement accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018 (2018 Explanatory Statement), directed DHS to develop and report within 180 days after enactment (by September 2018) on a statistically-sound metric for measuring the total nonimmigrant air and sea overstay population in the United States at a given time.\(^4\) DHS responded to this directive through its Fiscal Year 2017 Entry/Exit Overstay Report.\(^5\) The 2018 Explanatory Statement also included a provision for GAO to review DHS’s report and provide a preliminary briefing to the House and Senate Appropriations committees on its review within 90 days after DHS’s report is provided to the committees. This report transmits, in the form of the enclosed briefing, our assessment of DHS’s report and its findings that we provided to you electronically on December 19, 2018. The briefing examined how DHS identifies the total population of nonimmigrants who entered the United States through air and sea ports and for whom there is no evidence indicating an on-time departure.

To examine how DHS identifies the total population of overstays who entered the United States through air and sea ports, we reviewed DHS’s fiscal years 2015 through 2017 Entry/Exit Overstay Reports, including the findings and methodology. In particular, we reviewed these three reports to determine any changes made to the methodology over time. In addition, we reviewed DHS documentation on how department officials determine the number of overstays, including standard operating procedures for developing the Entry/Exit Overstay Reports and an assessment of the methodology used to develop the fiscal year 2014 overstay report.\(^6\) Further, we reviewed prior GAO and DHS Office of Inspector General (OIG) reports on overstay identification and enforcement.\(^7\) We also observed how CBP generates data for the overstay report by watching a CBP official extract data from DHS’s overstay data system. Finally, we interviewed CBP, ICE, and USCIS officials involved in the development of the overstay report to learn about their respective roles in generating the report, the data they provide and their data systems, the steps they take to ensure the data are reliable, and any challenges they encounter collecting and reporting the data. On the basis of the information we obtained from these agencies, we determined that the metric for measuring the air and sea overstay population in the United States is logically sound and DHS has taken steps to continually monitor and improve the quality of the data in the underlying databases. As a result, we present high-level summary results for purposes of illustration for the briefing, noting certain known limitations as appropriate.

We conducted this performance audit from October 2018 to February 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and


\(^6\)^DHS did not publish the fiscal year 2014 overstay report because of data reliability concerns.

perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.

In summary, we found DHS has developed and implemented a metric to calculate the number and rate of air and sea overstays, which it has published annually beginning with its fiscal year 2015 overstay report. CBP collects overstay data and develops the annual overstay report in collaboration with and using data from other DHS components, such as ICE and USCIS. As presented in the annual report, the overstay rate is an automated calculation based on the number of nonimmigrant admissions to the United States through air or sea ports of entry who did not depart in a fiscal year divided by the total number of expected departures for that fiscal year. CBP has also taken steps to improve its identification of overstays and the calculation of the overstay rate by, for example, automating the exchange of nonimmigrant data between CBP, ICE, and USCIS. Based on these and other improvements, CBP has included more complete data in the annual overstay report on more classes of admission over time, such as including foreign students beginning in fiscal year 2016.

DHS’s fiscal year 2017 overstay report states that the report accounts for about 97 percent of all air and sea nonimmigrants expected to depart in fiscal year 2017. The remaining 3 percent pertained to classes of admission who are unlikely to overstay, according to DHS (e.g., foreign diplomats and flight crews). According to the fiscal year 2017 overstay report, there were about 52.7 million nonimmigrant admissions to the United States through air or sea ports of entry who were expected to depart the country in fiscal year 2017. DHS identified about 702,000 overstays during that time frame—1.33 percent of admissions. However, the overstay report does not include a metric for determining the total (i.e., cumulative) nonimmigrant air and sea overstay population in the United States at a given time as directed by the 2018 Explanatory Statement. Specifically, the report does not include air and sea overstays from prior years who may remain in the United States. CBP officials stated that they are considering including the total number of suspected air and sea overstays expected to depart since fiscal year 2015—the first year CBP determined overstay data to be reliable—in future reports.

Although the overstay report identifies air and sea overstays, due to existing limitations in collecting departure data in the land environment, the 2017 overstay report provides limited departure and overstay information for land ports of entry, which DHS is required to collect and report by law. When DHS uses data collected at land ports of entry, it is primarily to match records of certain travelers arriving into the United States by air and sea to records of those who may have subsequently departed by land to Canada. However, DHS has efforts underway to collect biographic and biometric data on travelers arriving into and departing the United States at land ports to help develop a more comprehensive overstay estimate. For example, in fiscal year 2017, CBP began planning for a pilot test at the San Luis and Nogales, Arizona, ports of entry to demonstrate the feasibility of acquiring photos of all arriving and departing travelers and comparing those photos using facial recognition to photos in government databases. CBP officials stated that the pilot test for arriving travelers began at the San Luis Port of Entry in September 2018 and the Nogales Port of Entry in October 2018.

---

8The collection of departure information in the land environment is more difficult than in the air and sea environments due to the major physical, logistical, and operational obstacles involved with electronically collecting an individual’s biographic and biometric data.
Agency Comments

We provided a draft of this report to DHS for comment. DHS provided technical comments, which were incorporated as appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or GamblerR@GAO.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report include Adam Hoffman (Assistant Director), James Cook, Paul Hobart, Amanda Miller, Sasan J. “Jon” Najmi, Claire Peachey, and Khristi Wilkins.

Rebecca Gambler
Director, Homeland Security and Justice
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Introduction

• Each year, millions of foreign visitors, or nonimmigrants, legally enter the United States on a
temporary basis under specific nonimmigrant categories. They may travel to the United States
with or, as permitted, without a nonimmigrant visa and then enter the United States after
admission at a U.S. port of entry for an authorized period of stay.¹

• Overstays are nonimmigrants who remain in the United States beyond the expiration of their
authorized period of stay, regardless of whether they ultimately depart.

• The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has primary responsibility for identifying and
addressing suspected overstays. According to DHS, identifying overstays is important for national
security, public safety, and immigration enforcement.

¹Certain individuals are allowed to seek admission without a visa, such as citizens of Canada, as well as participants in the Visa Waiver Program,
through which nationals of certain countries may apply for admission to the United States as temporary visitors for business or pleasure without first
obtaining a visa from a U.S. embassy or consulate abroad. See 8 U.S.C. § 1187; 8 C.F.R. §§ 212.1, 214.6(d), 217.1-217.7; 22 C.F.R. §§ 41.0-41.3.
• Within DHS, multiple components play a role in identifying and addressing suspected overstays.
  • U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is tasked with, among other duties, inspecting all people seeking entry or applying for admission into the United States to determine their admissibility and compliance with U.S. law. CBP designates classes of nonimmigrants (generally aligned with the initial visa type) based on the form of admission they are granted, such as temporary workers and trainees, students, and temporary visitors for business or pleasure. Since 2016, CBP has publicly reported the number of nonimmigrants who entered the United States through air and sea ports and were expected to depart in a given fiscal year but did not do so by the end of their authorized period of stay (overstays). CBP reports limited information on overstays who entered through land ports for reasons discussed later in this briefing.
  • U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is the lead agency for enforcing immigration law in the interior of the United States and is primarily responsible for overstay enforcement.
  • U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives, processes, and maintains documentation pertaining to a nonimmigrant’s immigration status, including the extension or change of status, and works with ICE to ensure proper adherence to U.S. immigration laws.²

²The Department of State is responsible for receiving, vetting, and processing applications for immigration and temporary admission to the United States from abroad.
Legislative Language

- The Explanatory Statement accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018 (2018 Explanatory Statement), directed DHS to develop and report within 180 days after enactment (by September 2018) on a statistically-sound metric for measuring the total nonimmigrant air and sea overstay population in the United States at a given time. The report should also describe the characteristics of suspected in-country overstays and detail how the Department will improve its collection and use of data sets necessary to develop a more comprehensive in-country alien overstay estimate. DHS responded to this directive through its Fiscal Year 2017 Entry/Exit Overstay Report. Although the 2018 Explanatory Statement does not direct DHS to address the land overstay population, federal law does require DHS to collect data and annually report on the number of overstays, regardless of the manner of lawful entry.

- The 2018 Explanatory Statement included a provision for GAO to review this report and provide a preliminary briefing to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees on its review within 90 days after DHS’s report is provided to the committees.

---


4According to DHS, suspected in-country overstays have no departure records nor did they obtain an extension, or other valid immigration status or protection, prior to the end of their authorized admission period.

5DHS, Fiscal Year 2017 Entry/Exit Overstay Report (Washington, D.C.: Aug. 7, 2018). Throughout this briefing, we refer to this report as the fiscal year 2017 overstay report.

GAO Objective

• This briefing examines how DHS identifies the total population of nonimmigrants who entered the United States through air and sea ports and for whom there is no evidence indicating an on-time departure. Specifically, it describes how DHS calculates and reports information on the population of overstays, the findings of the fiscal year 2017 overstay report, and the air and sea overstay information not included in the report. This briefing also describes steps DHS has taken to collect departure information at land ports.
Scope and Methodology

To address our objective, we reviewed:

- DHS's fiscal years 2015 through 2017 Entry/Exit Overstay Reports, including the findings and methodology. In particular, we reviewed these three reports to determine any changes made to the methodology over time.
- DHS documentation on how department officials determine the number of overstays, including standard operating procedures for developing the Entry/Exit Overstay Reports.
- DHS's Office of Administration Investment Analysis Office (IAO) draft review and assessment of the methodology used to develop the fiscal year 2014 overstay report (which was not publicly released due to data reliability concerns). IAO conducted this assessment at the request of CBP to review the reporting process, data systems and inputs, and data validation and vetting processes used to develop overstay estimates.
- Prior GAO and DHS Office of Inspector General (OIG) work on overstay identification and enforcement.\(^7\)

Scope and Methodology (cont.)

- We also observed how CBP generates data for the overstay report by watching a CBP official extract data from the system CBP uses to generate a list of suspected overstays.
- We interviewed CBP, ICE, and USCIS officials involved in the development of the overstay report to learn about their respective roles in generating the report, the data they provide and their data systems, the steps they take to ensure the data are reliable, and any challenges they encounter collecting and reporting the data. On the basis of the information we obtained from these agencies, we determined that the metric is logically sound and DHS has taken steps to continually monitor and improve the quality of the data in the underlying databases. As a result, we present high-level summary results for purposes of illustration for this briefing, noting certain known limitations as appropriate.8

---

8We did not assess the reliability of the underlying data systems or conduct an independent test of the data to ensure their reliability. See GAO-17-170 and GAO-13-683 for more information on the underlying data systems.
Summary of Observations on DHS’s Fiscal Year 2017 Overstay Report

- DHS has developed and implemented a metric to calculate the number and rate of air and sea overstays, which it has published annually beginning with its fiscal year 2015 overstay report. CBP collects overstay data and develops the annual overstay report in collaboration with and using data from other DHS components, such as ICE and USCIS. CBP has also taken steps to improve its identification of overstays and the calculation of the overstay rate by, for example, automating the exchange of nonimmigrant data between CBP, ICE, and USCIS.

- The fiscal year 2017 overstay report identified the number of air and sea overstays in fiscal year 2017 (about 702,000 overstays out of about 52.7 million admissions—1.33 percent).

- The overstay report does not include a metric for determining the total (i.e., cumulative) nonimmigrant air and sea overstay population in the United States at a given time as directed by the 2018 Explanatory Statement. Specifically, the report does not include air and sea overstays from prior years who may remain in the United States. CBP officials stated that they are considering including the total number of suspected overstays expected to depart since fiscal year 2015 in future reports. Further, the overstay report includes limited information on nonimmigrants who were admitted into the United States at land ports.

- DHS has efforts underway to collect biographic and biometric data on travelers departing the United States at land ports to help develop a more comprehensive overstay estimate.
Background—Nonimmigrant Admissions and Overstays

- Generally, prospective nonimmigrants seeking to visit the United States do so through one of two ways:
  - Those eligible for the Visa Waiver Program apply online for authorization to travel to the United States under the program before commencing travel to the United States from their country of origin.
  - Those not eligible for the Visa Waiver Program and not otherwise exempt from the visa requirement must obtain a visa from a U.S. consular office overseas.
- CBP receives passenger manifests from commercial air and sea carriers and private aircraft for all arrivals and departures from the United States.
- Upon arriving at a port of entry, nonimmigrant travelers must undergo inspection by CBP officers, who determine whether or not they may be admitted into the United States for an authorized period of stay. CBP officers are to collect biographic information (such as name and date of birth) for all nonimmigrants applying for admission and are to confirm the accuracy of the biographic manifest data provided by the carriers.
- If CBP determines a nonimmigrant traveler is admissible, it grants the individual an authorized period of stay. This period may be for a specific length of time, which CBP designates by assigning a specific “admit until” date, or for as long as the nonimmigrant maintains compliance with the terms of a particular program or activity, the duration of which may be variable. For example, a foreign student may be eligible to remain in the United States for “duration of status,” meaning as long as they are making normal progress toward completion of their educational objective, including by being enrolled in and attending classes for an approved course of study (except during any normal breaks in the school year) or engaging in authorized practical training following completion of studies.
Background—Nonimmigrant Admissions and Overstays (cont.)

- Overstays are nonimmigrants who remain in the United States beyond the expiration of their authorized period of stay by: (1) failing to depart by the status expiration date or completion of qualifying activity (plus any time permitted for departure) without first obtaining an extension or other valid immigration status or protection, or (2) violating the terms and conditions of their nonimmigrant status at any point during their stay.

- If a nonimmigrant would like to stay in the country under his or her current status for longer than previously authorized, he or she must file an application for extension of status with USCIS before the admission period expires. Certain nonimmigrants cannot apply for an extension, such as participants in the Visa Waiver Program and those who fail to maintain status during their stay by violating their terms of admission.
Background—DHS Identification and Reporting of Overstays

• Federal law requires that DHS implement a program to collect data, for each fiscal year, regarding the total number of nonimmigrants who overstayed (i.e., remained in the United States after the expiration of their authorized period of stay) and report annually to Congress providing numerical estimates of the number of overstays from each country in each nonimmigrant classification.9

• In January 2016, DHS issued its first report on estimated air and sea overstay rates that covered fiscal year 2015. Subsequently, DHS has issued reports covering fiscal years 2016 and 2017. The reports provide data on expected departures and overstays, by country, for nonimmigrants who entered through an air or sea port of entry and who were expected to depart in a particular fiscal year.

• DHS identifies two types of overstays:
  • Suspected in-country overstays refer to individuals for whom no departure has been recorded.
  • Out-of-country overstays refer to individuals whose departure was recorded after their authorized period of admission expired.

CBP has an electronic process for identifying overstays who are suspected or known to have remained in the country beyond the expiration of their authorized period of stay. Specifically, a suspected overstay is automatically flagged in CBP’s Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS) when there is no record of the individual’s departure. The suspected overstay is then checked against other DHS immigration databases to determine whether the individual obtained an extension or other valid immigration status or protection and thus is not a potential overstay. CBP conducts this matching of entry, exit, and change of status information primarily using biographic data, which is supplemented with biometric data.

---

10 ADIS is a person-centric system that matches nonimmigrant biographic information (such as name and date of birth) with entry and exit information to determine whether nonimmigrants departed the country according to their terms of admission.

11 In February 2017, we reported that DHS had made progress developing a biometric exit capability to collect biometric data, such as fingerprints, from individuals exiting the United States. We found that CBP had tested biometric exit capabilities, but that challenges remained. See GAO-17-170. Pilots underway to collect biometric and biographic information for nonimmigrants departing the United States at land ports of entry are discussed later in this briefing.
Background—DHS Identification and Reporting of Overstays (cont.)

- CBP relies on third-party departure data, such as commercial carrier passenger manifests, to confirm an individual’s exit from the country. CBP receives commercial passenger and crew biographical data directly from air and sea carriers through the Advance Passenger Information System (APIS) prior to the passenger and crew’s arrival in or departure from the United States. Carriers are required to provide specific biographic data, including name and passport number, and carriers are subject to fines for missing or inaccurate data.

- APIS then shares the data with ADIS, which works as a central repository and is specifically designed to determine who has complied with the terms of admission and who has overstayed.

- In addition to arrival and departure information, ADIS receives other DHS data from ICE and USCIS relevant to whether a person is lawfully present in the United States. Table 1 provides information on the primary DHS databases used for determining suspected overstays. Identifying extensions, changes, or adjustments of status are necessary steps to determine whether a person is an overstay who remained beyond the authorized period of admission. For example, a person traveling to the United States for business or pleasure may be admitted by CBP for a 6 month authorized period of stay, and then the individual may subsequently apply for and receive from USCIS an extension of up to 6 months.
### Table 1: Selected Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Databases Used for Identifying Overstays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>DHS component responsible for managing database</th>
<th>Information maintained in the database related to overstays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS)</td>
<td>U.S. Customs and Border Protection</td>
<td>Nonimmigrant arrival and departure information, the date until which an individual may remain in the United States, and various other information (e.g., the address where the individual will reside in the United States).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT)</td>
<td>Office of Biometric Identity Management</td>
<td>Biometric information collected from nonimmigrants upon their entry into the United States (i.e., fingerprints and photographs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS)</td>
<td>U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement</td>
<td>Information about nonimmigrant foreign students and their programs of study and exchange visitors in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Linked Application Information Management System 3 (CLAIMS)</td>
<td>U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services</td>
<td>Status of foreign nationals' petitions for extensions of stay or changes of immigration status (e.g., to convert from a tourist to a student). CLAIMS maintains data on applications to extend or change nonimmigrant status and applications for work authorization or for lawful permanent resident status.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of DHS information. | GAO-19-298R
Background—Prior GAO Work

- In April 2011, we found that DHS’s efforts to identify and report on overstays were hindered by unreliable data, and we identified various challenges to DHS’s efforts to identify potential overstays.12 Since that time, DHS has taken action to strengthen its processes for reviewing records to identify potential overstays, as discussed later in this briefing.

- In July 2013, we reported on the extent to which DHS’s changes in its systems or processes improved its ability to report overstay rates.13 We found that DHS had actions completed and under way to improve overstay data but continued to face challenges in reporting reliable overstay rates. We recommended that DHS assess and document the extent to which the reliability of the data used to develop any overstay estimates had improved and any remaining limitations in how the data could be used. DHS concurred, and in its fiscal year 2015 overstay report, DHS noted which data were used to compile the overstay estimates in the report and identified limitations with other data sources, thus addressing our recommendation.

- In February 2017, we found that since our 2013 report, DHS had reported some but not all information required by statute on potential overstays in the department’s fiscal year 2015 overstay report.14 The overstay report described expected overstay rates by country for certain nonimmigrants lawfully admitted for business or pleasure through air and sea ports of entry who were expected to depart the United States in fiscal year 2015. However, because of data reliability concerns, the report did not include all information required by law, including overstay rates for nonimmigrants who entered the country through land ports of entry or under other nonimmigrant categories, such as foreign students. At the time of our report, DHS officials told us that the department planned to address these limitations in future overstay reports.

12GAO-11-411.
13GAO-13-683.
14GAO-17-170.
DHS Has Developed a Metric to Calculate the Overstay Rate

• DHS has developed a metric to calculate the number and rate of overstays, and it publishes air and sea overstay data in an annual overstay report.

• The metric to calculate the overstay rate is:

\[
\text{Suspected in-country overstays in a fiscal year + out of country overstays in a fiscal year} \div \text{Total expected departures in a fiscal year}
\]

• As presented in the annual report, the overstay rate is an automated calculation based on the number of nonimmigrant admissions to the United States through air or sea ports of entry who did not depart in a fiscal year divided by the total number of expected departures for that fiscal year.
  • The overstay rate is based on those nonimmigrants who were expected to depart in a given fiscal year regardless of when they were admitted.
  • Also, the rate calculates overstays by entry rather than by individual. For example, if a nonimmigrant enters multiple times during the year and overstays more than once, each incident when the visitor remains longer than the authorized period of admission is counted as a separate overstay.
The annual overstay report also describes the characteristics of suspected in-country and out-of-country overstays by

- Certain classes of admission, including: Visa Waiver Program countries (business or pleasure nonimmigrants); non-Visa Waiver Program countries (business or pleasure nonimmigrants); student and exchange visitors; and all other in-scope nonimmigrants.\(^{15}\)
- Country of citizenship.

DHS’s fiscal year 2017 overstay report includes information on expected departures, suspected in-country overstays, out-of-country overstays, total overstays, and the total and suspected in-country overstay rates by country of citizenship and for each class of admission referenced above.

\(^{15}\)Other in-scope nonimmigrant classes of admission include, among others: temporary workers and trainees; intracompany transferees; and alien fiancées of U.S. citizens. The 2017 overstay report presents figures pertaining to Canada and Mexico separately from those of other countries because air and sea information represent a smaller portion of the Canadian and Mexican travel population, as the majority of Canadian and Mexican nonimmigrants enter the United States at land ports.
DHS Has Implemented a Process to Develop the Annual Overstay Report

- DHS produces the overstay report through a series of steps, as shown in table 2.

Table 2: Steps Taken to Produce and Validate Overstay Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Federal Stakeholder</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)</td>
<td>Performs an initial data extraction from ADIS of all nonimmigrants expected to depart during the fiscal year but no departure or status adjustment was received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U. S. Citizenship and Immigration Services</td>
<td>Determines whether a potential overstay has received an extension, change, or an adjustment to their status through an automated analysis of CLAIMS data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Validates overstay data by matching known information about a nonimmigrant (such as their biometrics) to other information, such as their name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Immigration Statistics (OIS)</td>
<td>Receives extract of ADIS data to validate. Conducts an independent review and performs additional quality assurance checks to identify and evaluate potential data issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CBP and OIS</td>
<td>Perform a final validation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Executives review overstay data and report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>Publishes the overstay report to Congress and the public.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of DHS documents. | GAO-19-298R
DHS Has Taken Steps to Improve Its Overstay Metric Since 2014

- In late 2014, at CBP’s request, IAO conducted an assessment of the fiscal year 2014 overstay report development process. The assessment found that CBP’s methodology was defensible, but also identified potential issues and gaps, including data reliability concerns, and DHS did not issue the fiscal year 2014 overstay report.

- Further, IAO did not assess the data inputs and systems quality and accuracy used for the fiscal year 2014 overstay report. As a result, the assessment noted that IAO could not state definitively a level of confidence in the overstay data contained within the report. IAO recommended as a next step that IAO conduct an in-depth review of entry and exit data systems (such as SEVIS, IDENT, and CLAIMS) to assess the completeness of CBP data. Although CBP did not request that IAO complete the assessment, CBP officials stated that they have and continue to coordinate with other stakeholders, including ICE and USCIS, to improve the quality of the underlying overstay data from the supporting data systems and in ADIS.
DHS Has Taken Steps to Improve Its Overstay Metric Since 2014 (cont.)

- CBP, ICE, and USCIS took corrective actions to address the findings and recommendations from the assessment that allowed DHS to report overstay data beginning with the fiscal year 2015 report. These actions included developing:
  - Standard operating procedures to ensure the same methodology is used consistently in following years for reporting overstays (fiscal year 2015).
  - A revision to ADIS that facilitates the exchange of immigration status changes with CLAIMS in real-time (fiscal year 2015).
  - A dedicated ADIS reporting tool that automated the process of generating report data and, according to CBP officials, reduces errors and improves the efficiency of reporting (fiscal year 2017). We observed a CBP official recreate the fiscal year 2017 overstay data using the ADIS reporting tool. We observed that the tool is user-friendly and quickly generates reports.
  - A new CBP process with ICE to better facilitate sharing data for certain types of student visas. This effort resulted in capturing an “end date” by which foreign students must leave the country or otherwise be considered overstays. As a result, DHS was able to include student data in the fiscal year 2016 report for the first time. ICE and CBP also provide each other with daily updates of SEVIS and ADIS data (fiscal year 2016).

- Based on these and other improvements, CBP has included more complete data in the annual overstays report on more classes of admission over time, such as including foreign students beginning in fiscal year 2016. Further, CBP officials stated that they have a high degree of confidence in the overstay metric and reliability of the data presented in the fiscal year 2017 overstay report.
DHS Has Taken Steps to Improve Its Overstay Metric Since 2014 (cont.)

- To improve the reliability of data used to identify overstays and to complement the biographic data collection that exists, CBP has made progress developing and implementing a biometric capability to track air passenger exits using facial recognition technology.\(^\text{16}\)

- According to a September 2018 DHS OIG report, CBP’s Biometric Entry-Exit Program conducted a pilot at nine airports and demonstrated ability using this technology to match 98 percent of passengers’ identities at departure gates to biometrics collected during previous encounters with CBP and other government entities. The OIG reported that CBP expects to build on this progress by supporting airline use of the biometric capability for a greater volume of flights by 2019.\(^\text{17}\)


\(^\text{17}\)OIG-18-80.
DHS’s fiscal year 2017 overstay report states that the report accounts for about 97 percent of all air and sea nonimmigrants expected to depart in fiscal year 2017. The remaining 3 percent pertained to classes of admission who are unlikely to overstay, according to DHS (e.g., foreign diplomats and flight crews).

According to the fiscal year 2017 overstay report, there were about 52.7 million nonimmigrant admissions to the United States through air or sea ports of entry who were expected to depart the country in fiscal year 2017. DHS counted about 702,000 overstays (1.33 percent). Of these, DHS identified about 607,000 suspected in-country overstays and 95,000 out-of-country overstays.
As shown in table 3, the air and sea overstay rate decreased from fiscal year 2016 to fiscal year 2017, according to the overstay reports.

Table 3: Overstay Rates, as Reported by DHS in its Fiscal Years 2016 and 2017 Overstay Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal year</th>
<th>Total overstay rate</th>
<th>Suspected in-country overstay rate</th>
<th>Out-of-country overstay rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The overstay report provides a snapshot of overstays at a particular point in time (end of the fiscal year), but a significant number of overstays depart the United States shortly after their expected departure date according to the 2017 overstay report.

As of January 24, 2018, the fiscal year 2017 suspected in-country overstay rate had decreased from 1.15 percent (606,926 overstays) to 0.94 percent (494,710 overstays). By May 1, 2018, this rate had decreased to 0.80 percent (421,325 overstays).

The fiscal year 2017 overstay report includes a new section on examining overstay durations, which shows that 92 percent of the 94,974 out-of-country overstays left the country within the first 50 days after their “admit until” date.
Overstay Reports Do Not Account for the Total Air and Sea Overstay Population

- While the fiscal year 2017 overstay report identified the number of air and sea overstays whose nonimmigrant status was to expire in fiscal year 2017, it did not include a metric for quantifying the total air and sea overstay population in the United States at a given time as directed by the 2018 Explanatory Statement. Specifically, the report did not include air and sea overstays who were expected to depart in prior years and who may remain in the United States.

- According to CBP officials, overstay data prior to fiscal year 2015 are unreliable. However, these officials stated that they have the capability to track prior air and sea suspected overstays since fiscal year 2015 and could report these data. We observed that ADIS has the capability to generate reports of the total number of overstays since fiscal year 2015. CBP officials stated that they are considering including the total number of suspected overstays expected to depart since fiscal year 2015 in future reports.
Overstay Reports Contain Limited Information for Travelers Crossing at Land Ports

• Due to existing limitations in collecting departure data in the land environment, the 2017 overstay report provides limited departure and overstay information for land ports of entry. When used, it is primarily to match records of certain travelers arriving into the United States by air and sea to those that may have subsequently departed by land to Canada.

• The collection of departure information in the land environment is more difficult than in the air and sea environments due to the major physical, logistical, and operational obstacles involved with electronically collecting an individual’s biographic and biometric data. Additionally, in the land environment, it is not feasible to obtain advance reporting of arrivals and departures, as the majority of travelers cross the borders using their own vehicle or as a pedestrian.

• Unlike other countries, a majority of nonimmigrants from Canada and Mexico enter the United States through land ports. Although the overstay report does not include data on travelers who enter the United States through land ports, according to the fiscal year 2017 overstay report, CBP is able to reconcile a significant portion of nonimmigrants who enter through ports of entry on the borders with Canada and Mexico, since the majority of those nonimmigrants are frequent border crossers and CBP is able to close a previous arrival when recording a new arrival.
Overstay Reports Contain Limited Information for Travelers Crossing at Land Ports (cont.)

- On the northern border, under the 2011 U.S.-Canada Beyond the Border declaration, the United States and Canada exchange biographic entry records for land crossings between the two countries, so that an entry into one is recorded as an exit from the other. However, the agreement currently only includes third-country nationals (i.e., non-Canadian citizens), but there is legislation under consideration in the Canadian Parliament that would allow the sharing of Canadian citizens’ data. According to the 2017 overstay report, CBP matches 98.6 percent of the entry information received from Canada to an entry in ADIS. CBP uses this information to match previous traveler air and sea arrivals into the United States for those cases where the traveler may depart by land into Canada.

- According to DHS, the southwest border with Mexico does not present the same opportunities as the border with Canada because Mexico’s border infrastructure is more limited. For example, Mexico does not collect data on all nonimmigrants who enter the country.
DHS Is Piloting Initiatives to Better Identify Overstays for Nonimmigrants Who Travel Through Land Ports

- DHS has efforts underway to collect biographic and biometric data on travelers at land ports.

  - In fiscal year 2017, CBP began planning for a pilot test at the San Luis and Nogales, Arizona, ports of entry to demonstrate the feasibility of acquiring photos of all arriving and departing travelers and comparing those photos using facial recognition to photos in government databases. CBP officials stated that the pilot test for arriving travelers began at the San Luis Port of Entry in September 2018 and the Nogales Port of Entry in October 2018.

  - Beginning in December 2017, CBP and its Mexican counterpart agency began collecting data on travelers departing the United States at the San Ysidro, California, port of entry using radio frequency identification, which is included on many forms of documentation typically carried by Mexican nationals, according to CBP officials.
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